A. Conclusion

After conducting this research and analyzing all the data, the writer would like to conclude all the result of study as follows:

1. After analyzing the result of the vocabulary mastery of students who like watching the western movies scores, the mean score of the students’ vocabulary mastery is 79.76. It means that the vocabulary mastery of the students who like watching the western movies is in **good** category.

2. After analyzing the result of the vocabulary mastery of students who do not like watching the western movies scores, the mean score of the students’ vocabulary mastery is 66.43. It means that the vocabulary mastery of the students who do not like watching the western movies is in **fair** category.

3. The result of the calculation using *t-test* shows that the comparative of students who like and do not like watching the western movies in their vocabulary mastery at the eleventh grade of MAN 2 Marabahan school year 2015/2016 is 4.15 as called *t-count*.

After *t-count* is consulted with the *t*-table at df 40 in the significance standard 5% (2.02) and also 1% (2.71), it is found that *t*-table is lower
than t-count. It means Ho (Zero Hypothesis) is rejected and Ha (Alternative Hypothesis) is accepted.

By this result, the writer concludes that there is significance different between students who like and do not like watching the western movies in their vocabulary mastery at the eleventh grade of MAN 2 Marabahan.

B. Suggestions

This research suggests these following:

1. It is suggested for the learners that watching some western movies can be used as a one technique in improving vocabulary because it is proven that there is a difference between students who like and do not like watching western movies in vocabulary mastery, which is the students who like watching the western movies are better than the students who do not like watching the western movies in vocabulary mastery.

2. Using western (English) movies in learning English can be the enjoying technique, because Movies provide fun and include so many English lessons.

3. Other students can watch western (English) movies if the students have free time for improving English.